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Name: Andreas Björklund

Born: 1971-02-16

Address: Timmermansgatan 39

118 55 Stockholm

Phone: +46761710925

Email: anden@halfface.se

Web: https://www.halfface.se

Skills.
Linux, UNIX, scripting, automate, applications operation, tomcat, jboss, monitoring, documentation, 
virtualization, web, network, vpn, firewalls, databases, cluster, ha, storage, cloud, docker, k8s, aws, 
openshift, certificates, encryption and complex heterogeneous environments.

Goal.
Develop and maintain the computer environment with ever better solutions. Simplify and
automate operation and proper monitoring. Mitigate problems until permanent solution can be applied. 
Thrives with Open source OS/applications. Want to find a work with an inspiring environment where 
my creativity can come to use. My biggest goal is to automate all my task so that I can move on to new 
tasks. Would like to work mainly with cloud solutions. I am able to make any task interesting. I have 
spent lot of time fixing others problem. But would like to spend more time setting up resilient 
solutions.

Experience.
2020 - Current. Devops hosting / Redbridge.
Scriptning, ansible, CI/CD, aws, openshift, databases, certificates, encryption, vpn, firewall, 
monitoring, elk, redis, f5.

2015 - 2020. Senior Service Technology / IPsoft.
Build and maintain IPcenter PAAS platforms. IPcenter is an automation's platform where every ITIL 
part is possible to automate. It consists of java/tomcat running on Linux. Monitoring of client 
environment is an essential part. IPcenter is being used by the biggest companies in the world to 
maintain their infrastructure. Level 4 troubleshooting and cooperation with R&D to develop 
environment. Deploy integration's. Mentoring team members. Documentation of applications function, 
troubleshooting steps and solutions. 

2015. Check dev / IPsoft.
Deploy monitoring. Develop new monitoring.

2012 – 2014. Senior Technical Executive PAAS / IPsoft.
Responsible for IPcenter platforms to a number of Sweden's biggest companies. Daily contacts with 
client to solve challenges and enhance the number of tasks that are automated.

2007 – 2012. Application Engineer / Bwin, Ongame.
Maintenance of Poker java/jboss platform running on Linux. Follow applications through test 
environments until put in production. Setting requirements, troubleshooting, monitoring, 



documentation, support tools for automated routine tasks and to speed up troubleshooting. Deployed a 
new poker platform. On call.

2000 – 2007. Unix System Administrator / Infineon Technologies Nordic AB.
Operations and development of computer environment for users working with microelectronics design 
and manufacturing. In a global team we selected the best parts from each country and created a global 
standard that we implemented in each country. Automated install of workstations and HPC cluster with 
kickstart, jumpstart. We used puppet for setup and continuous enhancements and stability. I had 2 
assignments in India and China for 3 months each to share knowledge and enhance software 
environment.

1999 - 2000. Team leader / Ericsson Microlectronics AB. 
Team leader for support team of 5 persons. Implement a new nt4 environment in external site. Help-
desk.

1996 - 1999. IT Technician / Ericsson Microelectronics AB
Hardware and software support of windows client computers. Introduced web based documentation. 
Implemented new nt4 based client environment.

1994 - 1996. Sick leave/Computer studies.
Sick leave after inflammation in brainsteam. Rehab in the form computer course.

1991 - 1994. Store manager / World Import.
Sale of electronics in a store. Last year as Store manager.

Education:
1996 PC/IT coordinator, Miroi, 20 weeks.
1988 – 1991. 4 years Technical upper secondary school, Åsö gymnasium in Stockholm.

Language.
English and some German.

Curious and Creative.
I love to find new technologies that can enhance work. When others give up I come with a solution. I 
am a person who always longs for more knowledge.

Social.
I have good social skills and is easy to deal with according to team mates, customers and bosses. Is 
describes as a positive person.

Responsibility.
I am used to take responsibility and work self sufficient without a boss telling me what to do. 
Knowledge spreading is important both orally and in writing.

Personal.
I am grown up in Tyresö south of Stockholm. I am a curious and creative person who has always had 
an interest in technology. I feel comfortable on Södermalm where I live with my partner Anna-Karin 
and our three children. I play with computers and software on my spare time.

References.
Will be provided on demand.




